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About This Game

You and your friends are the deadliest killers in the galaxy. Another glorious day in the Corps.

Buckle up, soldier! Welcome to Aliens™: Colonial Marines. Created by Gearbox, the critically acclaimed and fan-favourite
developers of Borderlands and Brothers In Arms, you and your friends will become the most badass military outfit in the galaxy

– the US Colonial Marines. It’s up to you to not just survive, but wipe out the Xeno infestation.

Key Features:

Enlist in the Marine Corps.

Bringing you a true sequel to the classic Aliens film, get tooled up with classic Marine weapons including pulse rifles, motion
trackers and

flamethrowers.

The most authentic Aliens experience ever.

Using authentic environments inspired by the film series including Hadley’s Hope, the Sulaco and LV-426, you will be
immersed in an eerie, atmospheric
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world where any moment could bring your death.

Drop-in/Drop-out co-operative gameplay.

The masters of co-op bring their expertise to the Aliens universe. Xenos getting too tough? Call up your buddies so they can
drop in with extra

firepower. The whole campaign can be played with a squad of up to four players, dropping in and out as necessary through self-
contained missions

within an over-arching narrative.

Loadouts and upgrades.

Create your perfect killing machine. An extensive upgrade system allows players to customise their characters to play the way
they want. Earn experience to get perks, new weapons and new looks for your squad.
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Title: Aliens: Colonial Marines Collection
Genre: Action
Developer:
Gearbox Software
Publisher:
SEGA

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Operating System: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2GB RAM (XP), 2GB RAM (Vista)

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8500/ATI Radeon HD 2600 (256 minimum)

DirectX®: 9.0c

Hard Drive: 20GB free hard disk space

Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements: Initial installation requires one-time internet connection for Steam authentication; software installations
required (included with the game) include Steam Client, DirectX 9, Microsoft .NET 4 Framework, Visual C++ Redistributable
2005, Visual C++ Redistributable 2008, Visual C++ Redistributable 2010, and AMD CPU Drivers (XP Only/AMD Only)

English,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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Overall it's decent game.
For ALIEN fans it's Good game, i reccommand it!
Also who plans to buy it, i reccommand buying it while is on sale.
6.5\/10 (5 for game and +1.5 from Alien fan). PLEASE GOD, I KNOW NOT WHAT I DO!!!!

1\/10. PLEASE GOD, I KNOW NOT WHAT I DO!!!!

1\/10. While the graphics aren't quite as bad as a lot of people make them out to be, everything else is. The level design is
terrible and the game has no proper flow. The presentation doesn't satisfy and the gameplay is horrendous. Stay away from this.
Randy Pitchford was full of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665when he said this game didn't deserve
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it gets.. Alot of people criticise the alien games. But as I'm a huge fan of the series.
I cam say i enjoyed playing it. It's not a terrible game at all.. Overall it's decent game.
For ALIEN fans it's Good game, i reccommand it!
Also who plans to buy it, i reccommand buying it while is on sale.
6.5\/10 (5 for game and +1.5 from Alien fan). Alot of people criticise the alien games. But as I'm a huge fan of the series. I cam
say i enjoyed playing it. It's not a terrible game at all.
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I like this game.
It is not worth the full price but the \u20ac 5.99 last deal, including all extensions, were worth it.
There is a lot fun playing with friends in multiplayer and online storyline coop.. I like this game.
It is not worth the full price but the \u20ac 5.99 last deal, including all extensions, were worth it.
There is a lot fun playing with friends in multiplayer and online storyline coop.. Woah, I actually played through this game... it
was pretty bad.... Really top quality game. Hated by many, but I have always enjoyed the game. Great controls, good mechanics
and good levels of difficulty.. Randy can go right ahead and make this one an Epic store exclusive.. While the graphics aren't
quite as bad as a lot of people make them out to be, everything else is. The level design is terrible and the game has no proper
flow. The presentation doesn't satisfy and the gameplay is horrendous. Stay away from this. Randy Pitchford was full
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665when he said this game didn't deserve
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it gets.. Don't subject yourself to this. Don't subject yourself to this. I am giving
this the thumbs up for no other reason than it was vastly reduced in price and in consideration of the circumstances this was
made in.
People forget that this product came from a very dark era of gaming where publishers had decided that their customers didn't
want well crafted, interesting games with well thought out characters and an actual story that we could immerse ourselves in - oh
no, what we all really wanted was Call of Duty with mindless grinding, QTE's by the bucket, oodles and oodles of immersion
breaking instant deaths - that's what we really wanted according to the publishers. What was that you say? You want Dead
Space? Well you are getting Call of Duty! You want Resident Evil? No you don't and you're getting Call of Duty! You want
Tomb Raider? Well tough, you are getting Call of Duty! Really, you want an ACTUAL Aliens game that feels like an ALIENS
GAME and has an ACTUAL ALIENS story?! Hahaha that's silly and you can think again because you are getting Call of Duty!!
As an Aliens game this is terrible in almost every way, as a chance to spend some time blowing the ever loving Bejeebus out of
things for Five Bucks it's passable for the price. The closest this comes to being an Alien title is towards the end where there is a
stage of pure survival horror with no weapons that plays and feels just like Alien Isolation and I am sure it is because people said
"Why wasn't it all like this?" that we got Alien Isolation. Running on medium to high end units the graphics still need to be set
quite low because the optimisation is among the worse I have seen and will render it unplayable if you want it to look at it's best.
Nevertheless, as I say five bucks for a few hours of switch your brain off violence is not that unreasonable, just finished it, have
no desire to return, it is what it is.
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